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DISSERTATION TOPIC

In recent years artificial intelligence (AI) systems have achieved significant results in many ar-

eas, including natural language processing (NLP) tasks, e.g., text translation [68], text generation

[62], sentiment analysis [11], computer vision (CV) tasks, e.g., image classification [40], object

detection [23], image generation [18], style transfer [15], and others. A common feature of these

tasks is the use of one modality, where modality specifies a representation format in which a

particular type of information is stored, i.e. texts for NLP and images for CV.

Having achieved such results, the direction of research began to shift towards the combination

of modalities, as a result of which new interesting and challenging problems arise. Such problems

are called multimodal. The most widespread tasks are those that combine two modalities, e.g.,

text and image (Image Captioning [69], Visual Question Answering (VQA) [1], Vision-Language

Navigation (VLN) [4], Visual Dialog [10], Visual Commonsense Reasoning [75]), video and text

(Video Captioning [76], Video Question Answering [70]), audio and image (Audio-Visual Navi-

gation [9]), and others. There are also tasks that involve more than two modalities, e.g., image,

semantic mask, and depth map (Place Recognition and Localization [22]).

In this thesis, we concentrated mainly on tasks that combine the modalities of text and image.

Such combination is not random if we consider a particular type of an AI system – an intelligent

embodied agent that is based on the idea that “intelligence emerges in the interaction of an agent

with an environment and as a result of sensorimotor activity” [43]. The main application of such

systems is assistance and interaction with the user. These tasks attract the research commu-

nity, and a lot of attention is paid to the challenges, e.g., within the Embodied AI workshop1,

ALFRED2 [65] and TEACh3 [55] challenges are held. To perform these tasks, the system must

receive information about the environment (image) and interact with the user using a convenient

interface (natural language, text). Possible tasks that may be set for such a system are the clar-

ification of information about the environment (VQA [1]), including help to visually impaired

people [20, 19]. This clarification can be expressed by dialogue (Visual Dialog [10]), navigation by

instructions (VLN [4]), and others.

In order to successfully perform these tasks, an intelligent agent must present the information

received from the environment conveniently. The tasks considered in this dissertation operate in

1https://embodied-ai.org/
2https://askforalfred.com/EAI22/
3https://teachingalfred.github.io/EAI22/
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a fixed state of the environment; we will call such a fixed state of the environment a scene. The

format in which the agent presents the scene will be called the scene representation. Depending

on the task, different representations of scenes are used, e.g., 3D point clouds, a depth map, a

semantic mask, or just an image for the navigation task. Moreover, some tasks do not involve

explicit representation of the scenes, e.g., VQA. The most popular solution at the moment is the

use of transformer architectures [42, 66] for which it is possible to select the input representation

of the scene, but not the internal one.

In the general case, systems based on artificial neural networks represent the scene as a feature

vector (embedding) that is transmitted from one layer of the network to another. Such systems

currently demonstrate the best results in many tasks. Nevertheless, the embedding representation

of the scene has disadvantages. First, it is impossible or difficult to obtain a description of the

scene as a set of objects. Second, the process of solving the problem using such a representation

is difficult to interpretation, which, third, leads to the complexity of system debugging.

The symbolic representations of the scene do not have these shortcomings. Such representa-

tions are well interpreted and allow us to evaluate the process of problem solving. On the other

hand, symbolic representations are poorly transferred from one domain to another, requiring a

preliminary definition of all the elements included in the scene. Another important drawback is

the symbol grounding problem [21]: how the symbolic representation correspond to the elements

of the environment, i.e., there is no internal interpretation of symbols within the system.

A possible solution to the symbol grounding problem is neuro-symbolic integration [7], which

combines the advantages of the artificial neural networks and symbolic approaches. The main idea

of such a combination is to preserve the advantages of both approaches while compensating for

the disadvantages. The neuro-symbolic approach is used in many tasks and is gaining popularity

among researchers [14, 71, 72, 49, 12, 51]. Thus, the development of methods and algorithms for

the neuro-symbolic representation of a scene in multimodal tasks is an urgent problem.

In this thesis, we propose to use a combination of approaches to represent the agent’s knowledge

at high and low levels of abstraction to achieve neuro-symbolic integration when describing a scene.

At a high level, we propose to employ a semiotic approach [54] that allows structural repre-

sentation of the agent’s knowledge. We use a part of the Sign-Based World Model [53, 52, 58],

which is responsible for storing declarative information as a specific implementation of the semi-

otic approach. The Sign-Based World Model is the representation of the agent about the ex-

ternal environment, its characteristics, goals, motives, other subjects, and operations carried out
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based on these representations. The main element of the Sign-Based World Model is the sign, a

four-component structure. The components are name, image, meaning, and significance. Each

component serves to describe a certain side of the entity. The image component serves to dis-

tinguish between entities. The significance represents the knowledge about the entity available

to the whole group of agents. Meaning encodes the experience of a particular agent. The name

performs a nominative function. In this thesis, we mainly use name and image components of a

sign to represent a scene. We also use significance in its rational interpretation, i.e., a category

system, as the connections between names are determined by this component.

Such higher cognitive functions as goal-setting [53], planning [56, 58], and role distribution

[32] have already been modeled within the framework of the Sign-Based World Model. However,

methods for scene representation for multimodal tasks and algorithms to work with have not

been addressed yet. The main advantages of the model are that, first, it allows the scene to be

represented in a structured hierarchical form, and second, it allows the lower levels of the hierarchy

to be grounded to the agent’s sensory inputs through causal matrices.

At a low level, we propose to use Vector Symbolic Architectures (VSA) [26] that operate with

high-dimensional vectors to represent scenes. High-dimensional vectors are treated as symbols,

which makes it possible to reduce operations on symbols to operations on vectors. Thus, VSA

facilitates neuro-symbolic integration, provided that high-dimensional vectors are either obtained

using neural network approaches, or are themselves fed into artificial neural networks.

As a result of the study, we developed neuro-symbolic methods for scene representation, an

apparatus for neuro-symbolic integration based on the Sign-Based World Model and VSA. We

also proposed Vector Semiotic Model that uses developed neuro-symbolic scene representation in

such tasks as VQA and Visual Dialog. We carried out experiments on the use of neuro-symbolic

representation of a scene in multimodal tasks.

The object of the research is the field of artificial intelligence and, more specifically, the knowl-

edge representation. The subject of the research is the neuro-symbolic representation of scenes in

multimodal tasks.

Purpose and objectives of the study

The main goal of the thesis research is the development of methods and algorithms for the neuro-

symbolic representation of the scene in multimodal tasks. The following tasks are formulated to

achieve the goal:
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1. to develop methods and algorithms for representing scenes and spatial reasoning in the

Sign-Based World Model,

2. to conduct neuro-symbolic integration to represent scenes for multimodal tasks in the Sign-

Based World Model using Vector Symbolic Architectures,

3. to develop methods and algorithms for solving multimodal tasks based on the neuro-symbolic

scene representation,

4. to conduct experiments to test methods and algorithms for neuro-symbolic scene represen-

tation in multimodal tasks.

The degree of development of the research topic

Currently, to solve multimodal problems and represent scenes for them, neural network methods

are mainly used. Scenes (images) are represented as feature vectors (embeddings). Such vectors

are obtained either from the output of a convolutional neural network [47, 45, 77, 63, 8] or as

a result of the work of the attention mechanism [3, 27, 74] or from the output of a transformer

[44, 42, 67, 66]. These representations are usually used to predict the response and are not

interpretable.

Despite the above, there are works in the neuro-symbolic paradigm [5, 72, 49, 60, 12] that aim

not only to solve the problem but also to get an interpretable representation of the scene and the

process of question answering. For example, in [72], the scene is represented as a table of objects

with a description of their properties. The prediction of the answer comes down to filtering the

corresponding cells or comparing the value of the cells.

Of interest are papers on vector symbolic architectures that use high-dimensional vectors to

represent scenes. A model for VQA is proposed in [50], and in [73, 33], problems very close to

VQA are solved.

In [50], the authors used a simple synthesized dataset with 2D scenes. Each scene contains two

geometric shapes in four different shapes and colors. The geometric figures can be in the image

in four different positions. The dataset contains all possible combinations of these positions and

shapes (3072 images in total). The authors utilized a fully connected artificial neural network with

two layers to predict the VSA description of a query image. There were five question templates in
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the conducted experiments. The model shows satisfactory results, but the simplicity of the test

environment makes it difficult to generalize these results to more complex problems.

In [33], VSA is used to represent stimuli, i.e., groups of patterns and colors, in a maze in which

honey bees learn. The proposed episode (scene) encoding is suitable for multimodal tasks since it

takes into account objects and their relationships.

In [73], the authors use VSA operations to infer HD representations of images from the CIFAR-

10 dataset [39]. HD representations are taken from the hidden layer of the autoencoder, converted

to binary form using a threshold function, and passed to the cellular automaton. The evolution of

the cellular automaton is calculated according to the chosen rule. The union of several automaton

states serves as a high-dimensional vector. Logical reasoning is performed by a series of VSA

operations.

Vector symbolic architectures, also known as hyperdimensional computing [26], are a family

of methods for representing and manipulating concepts in a high-dimensional space. High fixed-

dimensional vectors are the basis for representing information in vector symbolic architectures.

These vectors are called high-dimensional vectors or HD vectors. A distributed representation

is used to encode information. A distributed representation differs from localist representations,

which are commonly utilized for computations, in that no subset of the vector’s coordinates can

be interpreted. In other words, a specific HD vector coordinate cannot be interpreted. Only the

entire high-dimensional vector carries information about a concept as a complete representation.

The encoding of a concept (symbol) using the HD vector is performed by sampling a random

vector. Such vectors are called seed HD vectors and are stored in the item memory. Vectors of a

more complex structure are constructed from seed vectors using vector operations. For simplicity,

the further description will be for the case of bipolar vectors (HS ∈ {−1,+1}[d×1]). An important

property of high-dimensional spaces is that, with an extremely high probability, all random HD

vectors are dissimilar (quasi-orthogonal).

To operate on seed HD vectors, VSA defines special operations and a measure of similarity

for HD vectors. For bipolar vectors, the cosine distance is used. The three key operations for

computing with HD vectors are binding, bundling, and permutation.

The binding operation is used to bind two HD vectors together. The result of binding is an-

other HD vector. For bipolar vectors, binding is implemented using a component-wise product

(Hadamard product). An important property of the binding operation is that the resulting HD

vector is dissimilar to the HD vectors being bound, i.e., the cosine similarity distance is approxi-
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mately equal to 0. Binding can be interpreted as assigning a value to a feature.

If it is necessary to obtain a quasi-orthogonal vector without multiplication by another vector,

i.e., only one vector should be used in the operation, a permutation (rotation) of the coordinates

of the HD vector is applied. It is convenient to use a fixed permutation (e.g., rotation) to relate

a character’s position in a sequence to an HD vector representing the character at that position.

The bundling operation is implemented by component-wise addition with a threshold. If the

result of the summation exceeds the threshold, it is replaced by the threshold value. The bundling

operation combines several HD vectors into one HD vector. Unlike the binding and permutation,

the resulting HD vector is similar to all bundled HD vectors, i.e., the cosine distance between

them is greater than 0. Bundling helps to represent sets of objects. In combination with binding

each vector in the set with a corresponding copy of the order vector, shifted (rotated) by a certain

number of coordinates, an ordered set of symbols can be obtained.

Bipolar vectors are not the only ones that can be used to build a VSA. Variations of VSA have

many different names: Holographic Reduced Representation/HRR [59], Multiply-Add-Permute

(MAP) [16], Binary Spatter Codes [25], Sparse Binary Distributed Representations (SBDR)

[61], Sparse Block-Codes [41]. All of these models target specific computing hardware but have

similar computing properties.

The Sign-Based World Model [53, 57] is a framework for modeling cognitive tasks. It is based

on the concept of a sign representing an agent’s knowledge of the environment in which it operates,

other agents with which it interacts, and itself. Signs are organized into a hierarchical semantic

network called the semiotic network. Conceptually, the sign is a four-component structure. The

four components are image, meaning, significance, and name. They represent different aspects

of the agent’s knowledge; the meaning component implies the agent’s experience; the significance

component represents publicly available information; the image component is used to distinguish

signs; the name has a nominative function. The sign components themselves constitute semantic

networks based on meanings, meanings, images, and names.

Depending on the problem being solved, one sign component may play a more or less important

role than the others. For example, when solving planning problems [2, 30, 31], tasks of distributing

roles in a group of agents [32], or goal setting [57], the components of significance and meaning

come to the fore, since it is necessary to take into account the experience of agents and the rules

of the environment. In the problem of reasoning [30, 35], meaning and image play a major role. In

the context of the symbol grounding problem, the crucial role is played by the image component,
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which implements the recognition function and allows associating signs with the output signals of

the agent’s sensors.

KEY RESULTS

1. A representation of scenes has been developed for the problem of spatial reason-

ing in the Sign-Based World Model. In [30], the scene representation and reasoning

process is presented in the case of determining the relative position of an agent and an ob-

ject. In [35], the general case of scene representation as an enumeration of objects and their

relations is considered. Also mental actions(generalization, concretization, abstraction, etc.)

are proposed with the help of which reasoning is carried out in the Sign-Based World Model.

2. A method of neuro-symbolic representation of a scene for multimodal tasks was

proposed. [36] proposed the representation of the scene as a high-dimensional vector based

on the semantic description of the scene obtained from the Sign-Based World Model and

[38] developed it.

3. Algorithms that implement mental actions by VSA operations have been de-

veloped for determining the properties and relations of objects from the neuro-

symbolic scene representation. In [38], software modules that implement mental actions

(such as in [35]) have been developed based on operations with high-dimensional vectors,

which allow extracting representation information (properties, relations) from the neuro-

symbolic representation of the scene that is used to solve multimodal tasks.

4. A new model for solving multimodal tasks has been developed. In [38], a new

model for the multimodal task based on the neuro-symbolic representation of the scene is

developed. The model represents a scene image as an HD vector and performs mental actions

in the form of VSA operations on it to obtain an answer. In [38], the model was used for

the VQA task; experiments were carried out on the CLEVR dataset [24]. The proposed

architecture demonstrates accuracy comparable to the state-of-the-art models [72]. We also

demonstrate performance of the model on Human-Centered Environment VQA in [28]. In

[37], the model is adapted for the multimodal task of Visual Dialog[10].

5. The neuro-symbolic scene representation for place recognition was proposed.

In [29], the neuro-symbolic scene representation is used in the two-staged model TSVLoc
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for place recognition. The model combines two types of embeddings: 1) embedding from

any traditional method (HF-Net, NetVLAD, etc.) 2) semantic embedding constructed from

a semantic map of the scene and depth map by the means of Vector Symbolic Architec-

tures. Experiments have shown that the TSVLoc model of semantic place recognition sig-

nificantly improves previous methods based on the popular neural network models HF-Net

and NetVLAD for HPointLoc4 and Oxford RobotCar [46] datasets.

Personal contribution to the aspects/ideas to be defended

1. A representation of scenes has been developed for the problem of spatial rea-

soning in the Sign-Based World Model. I developed a scene representation method

and procedure for spatial reasoning in [30]. In [35], I devised a scene representation and al-

gorithm for reasoning based on mental actions. Besides, I formalized the reasoning process

and contributed to the development of the Sign-Based World Model.

2. A method of neuro-symbolic representation of a scene for multimodal tasks

was proposed. The first modification of the scene representation with a toy example was

proposed in [36]. The final variant was proposed in [38].

3. Algorithms that implement mental actions by VSA were developed for deter-

mining the properties and relations of objects from the neuro-symbolic scene

representation. The algorithms were developed by me and implemented as program mod-

ules. These modules were used in [38, 28, 37] to predict answers for visual questions.

4. A new model for solving multimodal tasks has been developed. The overall archi-

tecture was developed by me and proposed in [38]. The variances of architecture were used

in [28, 37]. I contributed to experiments conducted in [38] on the CLEVR dataset [24], in

[37] conducted on Visual Dialog [10], and in [28] conducted on Visual Question Answering

in Human-Centered Environments.

5. The neuro-symbolic scene representation for place recognition was proposed.

The neuro-symbolic scene representation in [29] based on Vector Symbolic Architectures for

place recognition. I also contributed to the development of the overall TSVLoc architecture.

4https://github.com/cds-mipt/HPointLoc
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CONTENTS

In the Introduction, we substantiate the relevance of research conducted within the framework

of this thesis, present the current state of the research topic, states the purpose and objectives,

and claim the main results and personal contributions.

In Chapter 2, the background knowledge on Visual Question Answering as an example of

multi-modal tasks and the analysis of common source of errors in VQA systems are given. We also

provide the background information for the theory of the Sign-Based World Model and Vector

Symbolic Architectures information necessary to understand the following chapters.

In Chapter 3, we consider two cases of scene representation and spatial reasoning in the

Sign-Based World Model. In the first case, the goal is to determine the direction of an agent to

an object. For this purpose, we construct focuses of attention of the agent and the object as a set

of cells corresponding to the potential directions. We map each cell to a sign in the significance
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Figure 1: An overview of the neuro-symbolic scene representation pipeline.

causal network, i.e., there is a correspondence between potential directions and signs. Then, we

intersect focuses of attention and apply special procedures (mental actions) to exclude cells with

narrower significance on the causal network.

In the second case, we consider the more general problem when the situation is described

by an enumeration of objects on the scene and relations between these objects. This formulation

allows the system to answer a broader class of questions that could be formulated as a conjunction

of predicates. To answer a given question, the agent applies a sequence of mental actions, e.g.,

generalization, concretization, etc., and replenishes the current scene representation by adding

new relations as a result of activation of corresponding signs on the semiotic network.

In Chapter 4, we propose the neuro-symbolic scene representation in multimodal tasks as a

combination of the Sign-Based World Model and Vector Symbolic Architectures (Figure 1). As

an example multimodal task, we use VQA.

The neuro-symbolic representation of a scene is obtained in two stages. In the first stage, we

use artificial neural networks to detect objects on the scene and extract information about their

properties. Then we draw on this information to construct structured scene representation in

terms of causal matrices based on the scene representation in SBWM.

In the second stage, we use VSA operations to represent structured scene representation as a

scene HD vector for further use in the downstream task. Thus, we have to collapse causal matrices

and relations between them into an HD vector. For this, we first represent each causal matrix as

a set of corresponding columns by bundling operation and then represent a link from one matrix

to another as a binding of the HD vector of matrix to which link is followed by HD vector of a
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Figure 2: An overview of the proposed Vector Semiotic Model for VQA.

column from which link starts. We used the Multiply-Add-Permute with bipolar vector space [17]

as a realization of VSA.

To exploit neuro-symbolic representation in the VQA, task we propose a Vector Semiotic Model

(Figure 2) that transform an input image into an HD vector zscene, represent a corresponding

question as a program, i.e. the sequence of mental actions represented by VSA operations, and

execute this program on the HD vector zscene in the VSA Reasoner module. We conducted

experiments on the CLEVR dataset [24], results are shown in Table 1. As can be seen, the

proposed model achieves results comparable to the state of the art.

Model Count Exist CompN CompA Query Overall

Ours 99.2 99.8 98.9 99.6 99.5 99.4

NS-VQA[72] 99.7 99.9 99.9 99.8 99.8 99.8

NS-CL[49] 98.2 98.8 99.0 99.1 99.3 98.9

RN[63] 90.1 97.8 93.6 97.1 97.9 95.5

multiRN[8] 94.9 99.2 97.2 98.3 98.7 97.7

Table 1: Accuracy metric is used. Our model achieves comparable results to the state-of-the-art

results. “CompN”and “CompA”stand for “Compare number”and “Compare attribute”, respec-

tively.
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InChapter 5, we apply the proposed neuro-symbolic scene representation and Vector Semiotic

Model to the VQA task in Human-Centered Environments. We used the HISNav VQA dataset

based on the images from the Habitat virtual environment [48]. We also used two types of

questions: human-asked, collected from the crowdsourcing service Yandex.Toloka, and synthetic

questions with seven templates. The main differences between The HISNav VQA dataset and

the CLEVR dataset [24], that it is focused on questions about positions and relations of objects.

It also does not suffer from disembodiedness, as images are taken from the robot’s camera, and

unsituatedness, as scenes resemble environments a robot is supposed to operate in.

Compared to the model for the CLEVR dataset [24], as VSA we used a variance of the Semantic

Pointer Architecture (SPA)[13] – Spatial Semantic Pointers [34] – to represent causal matrices and

work efficiently with continuous values such as coordinates. The proposed model achieves a nearly

perfect accuracy of 0.98 on the synthetic questions, but performs more modestly on the human-

asked questions, 0.20 (compare to 0.43 of neural network baseline), due to the unstructured nature

of questions and high variability of formulations.

InChapter 6, we apply the proposed neuro-symbolic scene representation and Vector Semiotic

Model to a Visual Dialog task [10]. The crucial feature of this task is that the dataset has been

collected during the interaction of two agents (Amazon Mechanical Turk workers) with each other.

One agent (answerer) is exposed to an image and its caption and its role to answer questions asked

by another agent (questioner) who does not see the image but the caption. Thus, the questioner

implicitly solves the task of refining the representation of a scene depicted on the image. Explicitly,

the collected data is used in a situation where the answerer is exchanged with a computer system

and asked to answer the last question about the image in the dialog considering dialog history.

As in the Visual Dialog task, the asked question relies on the dialog history. Thus, to suc-

cessfully provide an answer, the model has to consider it. In the proposed approach, we use the

coreference resolution to process the dialog history and work with the questions independently.

Coreference resolution aims to solve the problem of finding all expressions that correspond to

the same entity in the text. We replace the pronouns that refer to the objects mentioned in the

previous questions with corresponding nouns. It enables question parsing without relying on the

history more than using it for coreference resolution.

Visual Dialog is a real-world dataset, which means that the questions asked in the dialogs are

not standardized (e.g., compared to CLEVR [24] or synthetic questions of HISNav VQA). Thus,

there is no straightforward way to convert a question to a sequence of procedures, which will
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produce the answer if executed. Therefore, to demonstrate the proposed approach, we narrowed

down types of questions to existence (Is there an object?) and counting (How many objects are

there?). The proposed approach achieved 51.3% accuracy, whereas the accuracy for the counting

questions is 31.0%, and the accuracy for the existence questions is 73.9%.

In Chapter 7, we show how neuro-symbolic scene representation improves results for place

recognition. We propose a two-stage model referred as TSVLoc (Figure 3). The proposed model

involves two stages. In the first stage, a global embedding is extracted using one of the traditional

methods, e.g., HF-Net [64], NetVLAD [6], or Patch-NetVLAD [22]. Then, an image database is

queried, and a ranking of images is produced. In the second stage, the semantic HD vector of a

query image is constructed from semantic segmentation. Next, we query an image database and

get the image ranking for semantic vectors. After that, the current ranking scores, together with

the first-stage scores, are passed on to the score fusion module to produce a top-1 ranking image.

NetVLAD / HF-Net 
/ Patch-NetVLAD

Global embedding 
extractor

Image database (Map)

Current RGB 
frame (query)

Global 
embedding 

of query frame

Embedding 
matching and 
image ranking

Similarity 
scores of 

top-N 
mapping 

frames

Stage 1

Semantic 
segmentation and 

depth map for 
query image

Vector symbolic 
scene 

representation

Semantic 
HD-vector 

of query frame

Score 
fusion

HD-vector 
matching and 
image ranking

Semantic 
similarity scores 

of top-N 
mapping frames

Top-1 
mapping 

frameStage 2

Figure 3: Overview of the proposed model TSVLoc.

To form a semantic HD vector, we use depth and semantic maps of a query frame. For every

class C on the image, we generate a high-dimensional vector c, then bind it with a depth vector

dc of the center of mass of the class instance, and get an object vector o. After that, every pair

of vectors that have a common border is bound together through an auxiliary vector r (relation

“near”) and summed up.

To evaluate the localization quality of the proposed method, we use the Recall (R) metric
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with different thresholds. It is calculated as the fraction of query images whose translation errors

do not exceed the specified thresholds ϵt ∈ {0.5m, 1m, 5m, 10m}. Such thresholds were chosen

to assess the accuracy of solving the global indoor localization problem at various spatial scales.

We do not take into account the rotation error because we do not optimize the camera pose after

image retrieval.

Applying the semantic representation of scenes for the place recognition task, we started with

the simplest representation of scenes and gradually added various improvements to it, achieving

an increase in localization metrics with TSVLoc: the base variant is a simple enumeration of

the types of objects represented in the image and encoding them into one vector (SE); the first

improvement to this method is to encode every pair of objects with common boundaries into

one entity through an auxiliary vector (SEB); the next improvement involves the center of mass

being calculated for each instance of segmentation, and the depth value at the point of the center

of mass being encoded into a vector of this object (SEBD). We validated our approach on the

indor HPointLoc dataset (Table 2) and subsamples of the outdoor Oxford RobotCar dataset [46]

(Table 3).

As can be seen from the tables, the generation of additional embeddings using Vector Symbolic

Architectures based on segmentation and depth maps (SEBD mode of our TSVLoc approach)

offers a more accurate solution to the problem of rough global localization.

Method R(0.5) R(1) R(5) R(10)

HF-Net [64] 0.890 0.892 0.963 0.976

TSVLoc(H+SEB) 0.892 0.893 0.977 0.988

TSVLoc(H+SEBD) 0.895 0.896 0.980 0.993

NetVLAD [6] 0.887 0.888 0.962 0.973

TSVLoc(V+SEBD) 0.892 0.893 0.976 0.987

Patch-NetVLAD [22] 0.942 0.943 0.968 0.978

TSVLoc(P+SEBD) 0.931 0.946 0.978 0.982

Table 2: Localization metrics on all query images from the HPointLoc dataset. R(0.5) means the

Recall metric with 0.5m distance threshold.

InConclusion, we summarize the results of the work done during the research, outline possible
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Method R(5) R(10) R(25) R(50) R(100)

HF-Net [64] 0.485 0.639 0.708 0.737 0.761

TSVLoc(H+SEB) 0.494 0.647 0.715 0.741 0.765

NetVLAD [6] 0.568 0.725 0.779 0.802 0.822

TSVLoc(V+SEB) 0.573 0.731 0.783 0.805 0.824

Patch-NetVLAD [22] 0.702 0.842 0.877 0.888 0.898

TSVLoc(P+SEB) 0.714 0.853 0.886 0.896 0.905

Table 3: Averaged localization metrics on the Oxford RobotCar dataset [46].

ways for the further development of neuro-symbolic representation of scenes for multimodal tasks,

and list the results to be defended.

CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we propose a new neural-symbolic scene representation for multimodal tasks. We

achieve that by combining the Sign-Based World Model that provides structured hierarchical scene

representation and grounding to the sensor inputs of agent with Vector Symbolic Architectures

that allows us to operate with high dimensional vectors as with symbols and encode the whole scene

into one vector. We also developed a model that use this representation for solving multimodal

tasks with two modalities, i.e., text and image. The proposed approach is tested on VQA dataset

CLEVR [24], Human-Centered Environment VQA, and Visual Dialog [10].

As a stepping stone to achieving these results, scene representations have been developed for

the problem of spatial reasoning in the Sign-Based World Model.

We also propose the two-staged method TSVLoc and neuro-symbolic scene representation for

the task of localization which improves results of well-known methods as HF-Net [64], NetVLAD

[6], and Ptach-NetVLAD [22].

As a further development of the research topic, we can single out the development of a neuro-

symbolic scene representation, which can be used both for the task of Visual Question Answering

and for localization with navigation. Such a representation will be useful in solving the more

involved tasks of the embodied AI associated with the performance of household tasks, such as in

ALFRED [65] and TEACh [55].
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